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We discuss diagrammatic modifications to the coupled cluster doubles (CCD) equations, wherein
different groups of terms out of rings, ladders, crossed-rings, and mosaics can be removed to form
approximations to the coupled cluster method, of interest due to their similarity with various types
of random phase approximations. The finite uniform electron gas (UEG) is benchmarked for 14- and
54-electron systems at the complete basis set limit over a wide density range and performance of
different flavours of CCD is determined. These results confirm that rings generally overcorrelate and
ladders generally undercorrelate; mosaics-only CCD yields a result surprisingly close to CCD. We
use a recently developed numerical analysis [J. J. Shepherd and A. Grüneis, Phys. Rev. Lett. 110,
226401 (2013)] to study the behaviours of these methods in the thermodynamic limit. We determine
that the mosaics, on forming the Brueckner one-body Hamiltonian, open a gap in the effective one-
particle eigenvalues at the Fermi energy. Numerical evidence is presented which shows that methods
based on this renormalisation have convergent energies in the thermodynamic limit including mosaic-
only CCD, which is just a renormalised MP2. All other methods including only a single channel,
namely, ladder-only CCD, ring-only CCD, and crossed-ring-only CCD, appear to yield divergent
energies; incorporation of mosaic terms prevents this from happening. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4867783]
I. INTRODUCTION
It has recently been discussed by Scuseria et al.1, 2 and
Yang and coworkers3, 4 that the random phase approximation
and coupled cluster doubles bear a formal connection to one
another, linking two widely popular methods. This relates to
the well-known observation that the amplitude equations can
be separated into sets of terms grouped together by what they
represent in diagrammatic many-body perturbation theory.5
Rings represent particle-hole contractions, ladders represent
particle-particle and hole-hole contractions, what we term
mosaics involve joint ladder and ring contractions and renor-
malise the eigenvalues of the one-particle Hamiltonian, and
crossed-rings are the exchange components of the Coulomb
ring diagrams needed to maintain the antisymmetry of the
amplitudes. These offer the possibility of a modified elec-
tronic structure approximation that takes advantage of intu-
itions concerning these diagrams.
The aim of this paper is to explore these developments
further through their application to the homogeneous electron
gas model in three dimensions. This is the simplest fully pe-
riodic condensed matter system and has been the subject of
intense investigation over many years. In recent times, the
study of the gas with modern, numerical quantum chemical
methods employing finite electron numbers and basis sets
has been made substantially easier. Full configuration inter-
action quality benchmarks for finite basis sets have become
available6, 7 and the relationship between these and the com-
plete basis set limit for plane waves has been thoroughly
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analysed.6, 8–11 This understanding forms a bridge between
finite basis set work and the energies obtained from diffu-
sion Monte Carlo, whose complete-basis-set ground-state en-
ergies have provided a wide range of very accurate bench-
mark data.12–16 In spite of the wealth of historical literature
on the electron gas, there are still new and interesting recent
studies on, for instance, the effects of spin-polarisation on cor-
relation factors,17 determination of Landau Fermi liquid the-
ory parameters,18, 19 and finite-temperature simulations on the
warm-dense gas.20
Using judicious subsets of diagrams is a common theme
in many-body perturbation theory. This is especially true for
the three dimensional electron gas, where an inappropriate
choice of diagrams can easily lead to a divergence in the en-
ergy due to problematic terms appearing at every finite order
of perturbation theory.21–24 This was circumvented by Gell-
Mann and Brueckner, who calculated the correlation energy
for the high-density limit of the electron gas using an infi-
nite resummation of ring diagrams.22 This corresponded to
the so-called random phase approximation (RPA) energy for
the gas described some years earlier by Bohm and Pines.25–27
Somewhat later, Freeman added to this the idea of finite-order
screened exchange.28 Bishop and Lührman, at roughly the
same time, extensively examined the effect of adding var-
ious diagrams into equations built out of a coupled cluster
ansatz looking more like modern RPA with linearised ladder
terms.29–31 These ideas seem to have been investigated inter-
mittently since then.32, 33
In the intervening years, the random phase approxima-
tion has become a popular and routine electronic structure
method;34–44 for more details the reader is directed towards a
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selection of reviews.45–47 Some of these focus on the idea that
rings describe long-range correlation well.40, 43, 48–53 In par-
allel with this there has been long-standing discussion of the
use of ladders for short-range correlation and how it describes
the pair correlation function.54–64 It is also interesting to re-
mark that developments are still being explored in the nuclear
physics community.65
There has also been a recent rise in interest in
treating solid state problems with quantum chemical
wavefunction theories,11, 66–80 and in particular coupled
cluster,8–10, 70, 73, 81–85 where authors are attempting to build on
its success for molecular systems.86
We aim here to more extensively explore the connection
between coupled cluster on the electron gas and diagrammatic
ideas. We will predominantly use ground-state energy esti-
mates as our method of discussing these theories. The rest
of this paper is organised as follows. We start by introduc-
ing our model system and discussing technical considera-
tions, then benchmark the 14 electron problem at the com-
plete basis set limit with the different “flavours” of CCD. We
show that methods involving ring diagrams generally over-
correlate in the electron gas and methods involving ladder
diagrams generally undercorrelate. In other words, the elec-
tron gas behaves in common with previous observations in
different systems.87–91 We then examine the applicability of
these findings to the thermodynamic limit and discuss the
role of mosaics in producing an insulating reference state
and circumventing divergences. Throughout, we will discuss
the extent to which the conclusions we draw have been al-
ready present in the literature, and our aim is to produce a
modern perspective on these views. This paper sets the scene
to a separate paper where we discuss range separating CCD
to try to achieve higher accuracy energies for the electron
gas.92
II. THE ELECTRON GAS
The Hamiltonian for the N-electron, or simulation-cell,
homogeneous electron gas (HEG) reads
ˆH = T + Vee + Veb + Vbb, (1)
where these terms are the kinetic energy operator for the
electrons, the electron-electron interaction, the electron-
background interaction, and the background-background in-
teraction. As is well known, there are difficulties working
within periodic systems for Coulomb interactions. In the elec-
tron gas, many terms cancel out and we can take advantage
of these cancellations to express the four-index integrals in a
plane wave basis set as
v
ij
ab = 〈ij |ab〉 = v(ka − ki)δka−ki ,kj−kb , (2)
v(q) =
{ 1
L3
4π
q2 , q = 0
vM, q=0
, (3)
and the Hartree–Fock eigenvalues are
i = 12k
2
i −
∑
j∈occ
〈ij |ji〉
=
{ 1
2 k
2
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∑
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i =j
v(ki − kj ) − vM, i ∈ occ
1
2 k
2
i −
∑
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Here, a finite box size of length L quantises q = 2π
L
n and
the zero momentum integral (ka = ki) is given by vM , the
Madelung constant, which is a feature of the finite electron
gas which vanishes in the thermodynamic limit found as N →
∞ and L → ∞. The Madelung constant is defined uniquely
for a cell geometry and box length, and here we calculate it to
be vML ≈ 2.8372 where L is the length of the box. The box
length is uniquely defined by the electron number N and the
density parameter rs, the radius that on average encloses one
electron. Another parameter required for finite basis methods
such as coupled cluster is a way of defining the basis set used.
This is typically a kinetic energy cutoff, and we will use the
number of plane-wave spin orbitals, M, to express the size
of our basis set. Recently, quantum Monte Carlo benchmarks
have become available for the finite basis sets,6, 7 which are
useful for benchmarking quantum chemical methods,8–10, 93
and a simple extrapolation scheme to obtain complete basis
set limit energies is well-understood.8 Some authors are at-
tempting to use coupled cluster wave functions to guide quan-
tum Monte Carlo simulations.93
The simplicity of this model is one of the reasons that
it has been extremely well studied. The plane-wave basis is
the canonical RHF basis and all one and two-electron inte-
grals have analytic forms, so they need not be stored. Momen-
tum symmetry means amplitude storage is also reduced by a
factor of M compared with other coupled cluster codes, and
the computational cost scales as O(M4). Furthermore, there
is a rigorous absence of single excitations in the plane-wave
HEG, caused by momentum symmetry; single excitations are
disallowed from the exact wavefunction because they neces-
sarily have a different total momentum quantum number than
the reference state. This means that coupled cluster singles
and doubles (CCSD) and coupled cluster doubles (CCD) are
equivalent. The plane-wave basis set diagonalises the Fock
matrix, the one-body density matrix, and also the one-body
Brueckner Hamiltonian.94–96 The link between the Brueckner
Hamiltonian and the mosaic terms will be discussed explicitly
at the end of Sec. III.
Our aim is to produce complete basis set coupled clus-
ter energies and compare them with the most accurate data
available from quantum Monte Carlo simulations. The tech-
nical details of our calculations are as follows. Coupled clus-
ter calculations are performed on finite basis sets of size M
and then extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit
using a 1/M direct extrapolation as described in Ref. 7 and
used in a variety of studies.6, 7, 11, 74, 78, 97–99 We note that it is
also now possible to use F12 corrections in plane wave ba-
sis sets,10 but do not use these here. The convergence of the
modified CCD equations is aided by the use of direct inver-
sion of the iterative subspace (DIIS).100 We study in particular
N = 14 for 0.1 ≤ rs ≤ 100.0 and N = 54 for 0.5 ≤ rs ≤ 20.0,
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for which there is high-quality benchmark data available. We
draw benchmark data from a number of quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) sources. For N = 14 at the high and metallic densities,
0.5 ≤ rs ≤ 5.0, we make use of CBS data from full configu-
ration interaction QMC,6, 84, 101–103 which have been already
published.7 We supplement these with diffusion Monte Carlo
results at rs = 10.0, 20.0, 50.0, and 100.0 a.u. obtained from
collaborators,104, 105 which will be published in Ref. 106. The
data for N = 54 come from a previous diffusion Monte Carlo
study.12 These have been combined into a single QMC data
set that are used in our plots below, and represent the high-
est accuracy results to date for these systems. These bench-
marks are for the purposes of this study exact. Full configura-
tion interaction quantum Monte Carlo suffers from an initiator
error,102, 103 which can be very effectively reduced or removed
for the electron gas.7 Diffusion Monte Carlo suffers from a
fixed-node error, which reduces at lower densities where it
becomes relatively small.13, 16, 107
III. MODIFIED CCD EQUATIONS
The central premise of this study lies in modification of
the amplitude equations from CCD to form new CCD-like
approximations. For a canonical basis which diagonalises the
Fock matrix, the CCD amplitude equations read
(i + j − a − b)tabij = v¯abij
+ 1
2
v¯abcd t
cd
ij +
1
2
v¯klij t
ab
kl +
1
4
v¯klcd t
cd
ij t
ab
kl
+ v¯kbcj tacik + v¯kaci tbcjk + v¯klcd tdblj tacik
− v¯kacj tbcik − v¯kbci tacjk − v¯klcd tdalj tbcik
+ 1
2
v¯klcd
[
tablj t
cd
ik − tabli t cdjk + tdbij tackl − tdaij tbckl
]
, (5)
where in these equations, v¯ijab = vijab − vijba = 〈ij ||ab〉, 
are the Hartree–Fock eigenvalues and repeated indices are
summed on the right-hand side. Hole states are labelled with
i, j, k, and l and particle states are labelled with a, b, c, and
d. This expression is grouped such that the top line represents
the driver term, the second line ladder terms (l), the third line
ring (r) terms, the fourth line crossed-ring (x) terms, and the
final line mosaics (m).
For simplicity, it is possible to represent the amplitude
equations schematically as follows:
0 = driver + rings + crossed-rings
+ladders + mosaics. (6)
Our idea is to allow each channel to be independently
added into or excluded from a CCD calculation. This creates
a new range of methods and potentially extends the flexibil-
ity of CCD. These choices are inspired by the connections
to the RPA discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. In this paper the dif-
ferent channels will be prefixed to the abbreviation CCD (for
example, rCCD denotes CCD with just the rings channel and
driver term). We note in passing that the modification of the
CCD equations to approximately capture higher order corre-
lations has been discussed recently in various contexts.108–113
In particular, we note that Kats and Manby have attempted
to remove a quadratic term due to ring and crossed-ring
diagrams,114 and follow a parameterisation by Huntington and
Nooijen to restore the accuracy of their resultant equations
for two-electron systems.112 From this it is also well-known
that the smallest set of diagrams required to retain accuracy
for two-electron systems using Brueckner orbitals is the hole-
hole component of the mosaic terms and quadratic ladder
terms.112
Each combination of the channels results in different (ap-
proximate) amplitudes for CCD which may yield a higher or
lower non-variational energy
Ecorr = 14 t
ab
ij v¯
ij
ab. (7)
Mosaic terms are slightly different to the rest of the di-
agrams because they serve to renormalise the eigenvalues of
the Brueckner one-body Hamiltonian:115
F li = iδil +
1
2
v¯klcd t
cd
ik , (8)
Fad = aδad −
1
2
v¯klcd t
ac
kl . (9)
Here, repeated indices only denote summation in terms not
involving . It is important to note that here we use the def-
inition of the Brueckner one-body Hamiltonian discussed in
Refs. 115 and 116. Using just the driver term and the mosaics,
i.e., mCCD, reduces to a kind of “self-consistent” Brueckner
MP2.
To be clear about what we mean by this self-consistent
MP2, note that the mosaic-only CCD amplitude equations can
be cast as
Fki t
ab
kj + Fkj tabik − Fac tcbij − Fbc tacij = v¯abij . (10)
This is the same as the amplitude equations in MP2 ex-
cept that the effective Hamiltonian elements Fqp are given by
Eqs. (8) and (9) rather than the usual Hartree-Fock values;
because these elements depend on the t amplitudes which, in
turn, depend on these elements, the whole looks in practice
like a self-consistent MP2 even though the method is funda-
mentally infinite order.
This is particularly clear for the case of the HEG, where
F is diagonal in the plane wave basis and we have simply
tabij =
v¯abij
Bi + Bj − Ba − Bb
, (11)
Bi = HFi +
1
2
∑
lcd
v¯ilcd t
cd
il , (12)
Ba = HFa −
1
2
∑
kld
v¯klad t
ad
kl . (13)
Here we have made clear with superscripts the distinction
between Hartree–Fock eigenvalues and Brueckner eigenval-
ues. Where a plane wave with momentum k has energy 12k
2
,
Hartree-Fock dresses the kinetic energy to account for the
effects of exchange, yielding HF. One can think of this
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mosaic-only CCD as also incorporating correlation effects in
assigning a single-particle energy to a plane wave.
The Brueckner Hamiltonian has been discussed in the
context of Brueckner coupled cluster115, 117–120 and Brueckner
RPA.121
IV. APPLICATION TO 14-ELECTRON HEG
We now benchmark the 14-electron HEG with a variety
of CCD-like methods. In this section, we focus on a presen-
tation of our own numerical data, having summarised similar
work by other authors in Sec. I; more comparison is made in
Sec. V. We begin with a discussion of the rings, crossed-rings,
and RPA. The rings-only amplitude equations read
0 = v¯abij + tabij (a + b − i − j )
+v¯kbcj tacik + v¯kaci tbcjk + v¯klcd tdblj tacik . (14)
Rings-only CCD is equivalent to particle-hole RPA when the
above equations are solved, except that v¯ → v (explained
shortly), and a different energy expression is used,1
Ecorr = 12 t
ab
ij v¯
ij
ab, (15)
and this yields what is commonly called the direct RPA plus
second order screened exchange (dRPA+SOSEX) energy. Re-
moval of the SOSEX term, which involves removing the anti-
symmetrisation from the expression above, yields the dRPA
energy. The factor of a half comes from the plasmon formula
for the dRPA energy.
Energies calculated using these rings-based methods are
shown in Fig. 1(a). This provides a re-iteration of some well-
known general trends. Although dRPA generally overcorre-
lates, dRPA+SOSEX resolves this somewhat and resultantly
undercorrelates. The energy from CCD is considerably im-
proved over dRPA+SOSEX across the whole of the rs range
considered when both use the same reference eigenvalues
(those of HF). The dRPA+SOSEX energy is similar, for the
electron gas, to CCD equations in which the rings are included
only with direct integrals (v¯abij → vabij ); the crossed-rings only
with exchange integrals (v¯abij → vbaij ); and the CCD energy ex-
pression is used. These data are not shown.
In common with molecular systems, rCCD for the HEG
has pathological behaviour presumably resulting from the
equivalent of the Coulson–Fisher point in these systems —
the rs value where there is a symmetry-broken UHF solu-
tion. This transition has been investigated intermittently us-
ing a variety of methods.122–124 The most recent study places
the transition at densities lower than rs 
 3.4.122 In contrast,
rCCD stops converging at around 3.9 > rs > 3.8; this dif-
ference is attributed to symmetry and finite size effects. The
pathology in the rCCD energy is cured by the inclusion of
mosaic terms as in rmCCD, and these energies then seem rea-
sonable at both the high and low density limits. Between these
two limits, there is overcorrelation as in dRPA but less severe.
The combination of rings, crossed-rings, and mosaics strongly
over-estimate the correlation energy and the energy curve has
a spurious minimum. It is interesting to note that addition of
ladders (discussed in more detail below) completely resolves
this minimum and CCD is a reasonable estimate of the corre-
lation energy.
Finally, it can also be seen from this figure that
dRPA+SOSEX when determined from a Kohn–Sham ref-
erence is surprisingly accurate. This change of reference
amounts to a changing of the Hartree–Fock eigenvalues to
just kinetic energies (since the constant exchange-correlation
term for the electron gas cancels out). This has been discussed
previously and is not as generally transferable a method as
CCSD.97 The origin of this might be that on approach to the
complete basis set limit the dynamic correlation is hugely
overestimated especially at low densities,8 compensating for
the failure to capture energy from low-momentum correla-
tions.
Energies from our calculations of CCD methods in-
volving ladders (and remaining combinations) are shown in
Fig. 1(b). These show that in general addition of ladders
causes methods to undercorrelate, with lmCCD retrieving the
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Comparison between different types of calculations involving rings (r), crossed-rings (x), ladders (l), and mosaics (m). It can be seen that, in general,
ring-based methods overestimate the amount of correlation energy. We note that, in common with figures throughout this paper, the legend is ordered top-to-
bottom to indicate the ordering of lines from the left-most point of the graph to aid reading in black and white (N = 14, M → ∞).
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FIG. 2. All of the flavours of CCD have the same functional form of the
low-density corresponding to 1/rs power-law behaviour. We note that the leg-
end is ordered consistently with lines at the right-most point of the graph
(N = 14, M → ∞). The numerical data are tabulated in the supplementary
material.138
least correlation energy. Removing mosaics from this yields
an almost identical result and is not shown. Adding ladders
to rmCCD gives a result that is similar to RPA+SOSEX, and
note that a screening effect from ladders was indeed antici-
pated by Bishop and Lührman.30
Mosaics alone give a surprisingly similar quality result
to CCD, retrieving slightly less correlation energy across the
whole of the energy curve. This is especially remarkable con-
sidering how much less information the mCCD equations
have compared with those of CCD. On the other hand, this
is perhaps related to the performance of MP2 for this sys-
tem. We note, however, that the MP2 energy diverges on ap-
proach to the thermodynamic limit and this line is therefore
N-dependent. Whether the mCCD energy diverges will be dis-
cussed in Sec. V.
Thus, the general trend is that methods based on rings
overestimate the correlation energy and ladders underestimate
the correlation energy, consistent with Ref. 2. We were not
able to find any method that was a marked improvement on
CCD. The low-density trend in the energy is best shown on a
log-log plot of the absolute correlation energy (Fig. 2), where
all methods show the correct 1/rs limiting behaviour associ-
ated with approach to the cross-over to Wigner crystal be-
haviour. However, all of the CCDs presented here exhibit this
behaviour sooner with increasing rs than the QMC results. We
note in particular that ladders remain under correlated even at
low densities. Similarly, most methods seem to exhibit appro-
priate behaviour on approach to the high-density limit rs → 0.
We can see from Fig. 1(a) that the exception to this is dRPA.
The reason for this is well-known, and comes from a failure of
dRPA without second-order exchange to capture the constant
term of the high-density expansion.22, 125
V. APPLICABILITY AT THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT
The problem we wish to consider here is the approach
to the infinite particle, or thermodynamic, limit (TDL) which
deals with two issues: that of size extensivity and that of di-
vergences.
Size extensivity in the current context is the requirement
that as N grows (while keeping the density constant), the en-
ergy needs to retain a term that scales as N. This implies that
the correlation energy per particle is a non-zero constant in
the TDL. This has been shown explicitly in extended systems
in work by Ohnishi and Hirata, using an approach based on
the linked-diagram theorem and thermodynamic scaling with
volume.24
Divergences are more problematic and we begin with
the observation that perturbation theories applied on a bare
Coulomb interaction will diverge for metallic systems in three
dimensions. This arises at every order in perturbation the-
ory (for 3D) due to the piling up of states around the Fermi
energy. It is textbook knowledge that the divergence in the
second-order energy (from a non-interacting starting-point) is
due to a sum over momentum transfer vectors that behaves as∫
q=0
1
q
dq.23
It was first shown by Gell-Mann and Brueckner that this
divergence can be removed by performing a sum over the
ring diagrams to infinite order, i.e., taking the RPA rather
than second-order approximations to the energy.22 Overall
this yields a term in the correlation energy that behaves as
log (rs), as well as part of the constant term. The physical in-
terpretation of this is that the interactions contributing to the
diagrams become effectively screened in RPA, where they re-
main bare in any finite-order perturbation theory. In marked
contrast, the ladders in the ladder-only approximation cannot
do this, at least in the form posed by Freeman, where they
have been linearized and still diverge.126 Instead, the ladder-
only approximation is only appropriate in two dimensions, as
Freeman explored,126 or as an addition to the RPA as achieved
by Bishop and Lührmann.29–31 There has been some discus-
sion of how to overcome this for three dimensions, for exam-
ple, by incorporation of screening effects57, 58, 63 or through
use of a modified interaction,54 although there is some sug-
gestion that simple methods might be prone to failure.62, 127
Notwithstanding this, ladders-only theories have still seen
some applications (e.g., Refs. 128 and 129).
A numerical investigation of these divergences is poten-
tially more far-reaching in scope because the CCD equations
are highly nonlinear, but developments to this end have been
surprisingly recent. To the best of our knowledge, the first
demonstration that real fully periodic systems simulations
also have divergent MP2 energies was due to Grüneis and
coworkers, who showed that the second-order divergence was
visible in energies of sodium metal.74 More recently, work by
Ohnishi and Hirata takes an approach inspired from thermo-
dynamics and analyse the MP2 and CCD equations directly
in terms of their scaling with volume.24, 130
Here, we will instead follow later work, due to Shepherd
and Grüneis,9, 131 where it was shown that it is possible to
reproduce the divergent behaviour numerically with electron
gas models by simulating a series of systems of increasing
electron number, N, and basis set size, M, such that N ∝∼M
which corresponds to a ring of basis functions of fixed width
around the fermi surface. The constant of proportionality does
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FIG. 3. Graph showing apparent divergences and convergences on approach
to the thermodynamic limit. The method by which these are derived are dis-
cussed in the text. In particular, each point represents a system with a spe-
cific electron number (14–3006) and basis set size (M = 38–8338) and the
gas density is always rs = 1.0 a.u. Adapted with modifications, with permis-
sion, from J. J. Shepherd, T. M. Henderson, and G. E. Scuseria, “Range sep-
arated Brueckner coupled cluster doubles theory,” Phys. Rev. Lett. (in press).
Copyright 2014 American Physical Society.
not seem particularly important, but the smallest that can eas-
ily be constructed, and hence the most efficient, is (√2)3.132
This provides a framework for finding thermodynamic limit
properties within a finite-basis method; we discuss the limita-
tions of this approach below.
Various methods were described for how to track con-
vergences and divergences with system size, but here we will
use the MP2 energy itself as the metric for approach to the
thermodynamic limit since it should diverge as L to within
finite-size effects. We note that methods yielding energies in
proportion to the MP2 energy will also diverge. Those that
do not follow the MP2 energy either converge or diverge at a
slower rate.
Fig. 3 shows the behaviour of the different channels on
approach to the thermodynamic limit. We can see that the
MP2 energy simply forms a diagonal line of points corre-
sponding to different system sizes; CCD and RPA+SOSEX in
contrast deviate sharply from the MP2 energy to plateau out,
forming our reference for what a convergent method looks
like.
It is possible to identify from this plot three types of
behaviour. The first type is those methods that simply track
the MP2 energy and diverge: lCCD and rCCD. The second
grouping is rxmCCD, CCD, and RPA+SOSEX, methods that
firmly converge. The third group is those methods that would
otherwise be firmly divergent but for the presence of mosaics:
mCCD, lmCCD, and rmCCD. These seem to be convergent
from the point of view that they drift away from their diver-
gent counterpart (MP2, lCCD, and rCCD, respectively).
The divergence of lCCD is perhaps not unexpected due
to prior comments in the literature to this end,29–31, 126 how-
ever, that rCCD might diverge is perhaps surprising. Given
the equivalence of rCCD with full RPA,1, 40, 42, 43 and the im-
portance of full RPA in studying screening interactions,133–135
TABLE I. Band gaps for different electron numbers from Hartree–Fock the-
ory and the renormalised Brueckner Hamiltonian one-particle eigenvalues in
mCCD (rs = 1.0 a.u.).
HF band gap mCCD band gap
N (a.u.) (a.u.)
114 −0.6950 −0.9066
342 −0.4332 −0.7047
682 −0.2927 −0.6823
970 −0.2807 −0.6365
1598 −0.2167 −0.6705
2090 −0.1824 −0.6931
2730 −0.1654 −0.6654
3006 −0.1507 −0.7044
it would be worthwhile investigating this further. However,
such an investigation is beyond the scope of this study.
Nevertheless, both rCCD and lCCD seem to be stabilised
in the thermodynamic limit by inclusion of mosaic terms. We
rationalise this behaviour of those methods by noting the mo-
saic terms serve to renormalise the one-electron eigenvalues.
In particular for the UEG
Bi = HFi +
1
2
v¯ilcd t
cd
il , (16)
Ba = HFa −
1
2
v¯klad t
ad
kl , (17)
for occupied i and virtual a. These in general must be solved
self-consistently with the corresponding amplitude equations.
Thus, mCCD is a kind of self-consistent second-order per-
turbation theory from a Brueckner one-body Hamiltonian
reference136 where t = v/˜ as discussed earlier. Because
t < 0 and v > 0, as is true with the exact wavefunction,137
this renormalisation serves to open a gap for the HEG.
Table I demonstrates that for a series of systems up to
N = 3006, the band gap for the renormalised eigenvalues re-
mains open. This implies that all resultant theories are per-
formed with respect to an insulating reference and should be
expected to converge, and this explains the behaviour shown
in Fig. 3. To confirm this, we artificially gapped the Hartree–
Fock eigenspectrum with a constant gap and this shows
remarkably similar behaviour to the mCCD on approach to
the thermodynamic limit. This is consistent with the removal
of the divergence of the form
∫
q=0
1
q+ξ dq, ξ > 0. It is unclear
as to whether this, while being beneficial to the convergence
of a second-order energy, has any physical interpretation.
Much of what we described for the 14 electron system
holds at this stage in our discussion, in spite of the dis-
covery of some divergences. For the rings-only CCD, mo-
saics were required to give a meaningful energy curve free
of pathologies. For the ladders, addition of mosaics made
very little energetic difference. As far as generalising the
conclusions we drew to other electron numbers, it is pos-
sible to see that ladders are still the most undercorrelating
of all the (mosaic-based) methods, although rmCCD seems
to end up somewhere closer to mCCD for this basis set
size. The same qualitative features of the 14 electron sys-
tem are also present in the 54 electron system (Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4. Comparison between different types of calculations involving rings
(r), crossed-rings (x), and mosaics (m) for the 54-electron system. These
show strong qualitative resemblance to the 14-electron system shown in
Fig. 1(a). The numerical data are tabulated in the supplementary material.138
This mirrors results from molecular systems;2 it remains to
be seen if these results are transferable to other extended
systems.
Another question we need to address is the strength of
this analysis. One of the limitations that this has is that it can
only examine divergences or convergences of a certain length
scale — here we choose the MP2 energy divergence and the
RPA energy convergence as our exemplars. If the energy of
a method diverges or converges on a different length scale to
either MP2 or RPA, this test would almost certainly fail to no-
tice this. There is also the effect of high-lying parts of the mo-
mentum space which we have omitted from our results: Could
these somehow effect the calculation? There is no available
answer to this other than to remark that analytically predicted
trends are reproduced which lend credence to these numerical
findings. Perhaps one of the troublesome aspects of this anal-
ysis is that from Fig. 3, it would seem that mosaics correlate
at this basis set size very strongly — far more strongly than
RPA. Even if the method turns around as does mCCD, is it
just going to be wildly over-correlated? This is unclear, as we
can only approach the thermodynamic limit while also being
far from the complete basis set limit; we shall leave this as an
open question at this time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion we have used modified and approximate
coupled cluster doubles (CCD) equations, where terms have
been separated into different classes of diagrams, to study the
energies of finite electron gases (N = 14 and 54) for a wide
variety of densities and have compared our findings to modern
quantum Monte Carlo data. We find in general that no com-
bination of channels performs as well as CCD in reproduc-
ing energies. In particular, rings-based approximations tend
to overestimate correlation energies and methods involving
ladders underestimate correlation energies.
Approaching the thermodynamic limit, we present nu-
merical findings suggesting that rings-only CCD and ladders-
only CCD diverge at a similar rate to the second-order en-
ergy (taken here from MP2). The rings-only divergence can
be cured either by removing the antisymmetrization on the
four-index integrals to make direct RPA, or by inclusion
of crossed-rings. We present strong evidence that inclusion
of mosaic terms self-consistently renormalises the Hartree–
Fock eigenvalues, opening a band gap and making meth-
ods including mosaic terms converge at the thermodynamic
limit. These include mosaic-only CCD, which is equivalent
to self-consistent MP2 based on the Brueckner one-body
Hamiltonian.
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